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SELECT BOARD MEETING MINUTES 

April 2, 2020 at 2:15pm 

 
Community Room – Downstairs               posted 4:30pm on 4/09/2020  
 

Teleconference 

 

Town Hall Employees in attendance: Vivian Mason, Rich Kardasen, Ray Bolduc, Bob Graves, 

Bud Hall, Susan Rathbun, Dick Scialabba and Lynne Baumgartner 

Public on teleconference: Marc & Earl from Foresight; Julia and Greg from Maximillan, Clayton 

and Brian from Davenport Trucking; Ed from Warner Brothers, Cody from AJ Virgilio, Tom 

from Contract Solutions, Andrew Lane 

 

2:30 PM, Vivian opened Meeting to open Old Dalton Road Project bid packages in order they 

were received: 

1) Raymaakers, Westfield, MA    $1,194,622.08 

2) Sum Company, Peabody, MA   $1,259,093.00 

3) JH Maximillian, Pittsfield, MA   $1,166,211.62 

4) Warner Bros, Sunderland, MA   $   907,325.00 

5) LB Corp., Lee, MA    $   965,492.50 

6) Davenport Trucking, Greenfield, MA  $1,303,888.00 

7) Northern Construction Svc, Weymouth, MA $1,375.530.00 

8) AJ Virgilio Construction, Westfield, MA  $1,155,629.60 

These bids will be reviewed by Foresight Engineering. They will be evaluated by Foresight 

before the Select Board reviews and approves at the next meeting on April 8, 2020 at 6:30 p.m. 

In light of the current covid-19 stay-at-home mandate, new proposed dates for the Annual Town 

Meeting of June 10; and the election June 13 are being considered. Under that plan the warrant 

would have to be posted before June 2, 8 days in advance of the meeting. That would mean 

meeting with the Finance Committee the week of Memorial Day to conclude the budget and 

finalize the town warrant. The ballots for the election have been printed, and can be used at any 

new election date. 

The town received the preliminary bid for the Transfer Station closure, coming in at $492K. Bob 

proposes to ask the DEP for a two-year extension, citing financial uncertainty. Vivian asks for a 

motion to instruct Bob to send the letter. Viv asks for a motion, Ray concurs, Rich seconds. Rich 

votes aye, Ray votes aye, Viv votes aye. 

Ray and Bob had a conversation with Bill Fay regarding the Plunkett Lake batter boards. He 

acted quickly and took the responsibility for the design that had a major flaw. He is going to 

perform another temporary fix. The issue is a flaw in the design. Perhaps going back to the 

original design which was low maintenance and worked well for many years makes sense. We 

want Dam Safety and Bill to go back and fix a faulty design at minimal or no cost to the town. 

Viv, Fire Chief Cormier and Bob discussed the legal opinion from the second round of attorneys 

regarding firefighters over 70 and their insurance. The question from the fire department is: Why 

does 43% of the Western Massachusetts have this insurance? No matter what happens if there is 

a possibility of claim and something we have done negates our coverage, the town will be at a 



loss. The VFA insurance will cover the firefighters but not the town’s liability for any loss, 

because we had those elderly people working over age 70. We are reluctant to disregard the 

advice of two law firms telling us not to do this. We can use the over-70 firefighters in the CERT 

program. This is not the answer we wanted to hear. Dick wants the senior firefighters on the 

scene for their expertise, perhaps not actually doing the work but giving advice. They know 

enough to call for help, can be on the scene, make assessments and be functional & valuable. 

Dick was asked to gather information about exactly what the CERT team can and cannot do and 

Bob suggested hammering out an understanding between the Fire Dept. and the town. Dick 

agreed to help do that. 

Board discussed ways to help real estate bill payers. We can waive penalties or fees for late 

payments on taxes, and set up payment plans but the state has bailiwick over interest charges on 

late payments. We will talk further with Diane about this and talk more next meeting. 

Ray made a motion to adjourn meeting at 3:08 p.m.; Rich seconded. Rich votes aye, Ray votes 

aye, Viv votes aye.. 
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